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Launch nov 2017 

The finding

Early Detection of cancer specific DNA profiles in 
urine

Hypergemethyleerd DNA

In 2016, the Qurin founders discovered that cancer specific hypermethylated DNA 
profiles can be detected in urine.
Currently, marker panels for 4 cancer types are available.



An Unmet Medical Need:

Current health care systems wait 
for disease symptoms to occur. As 
a result cancer diagnoses are 
established in a (too) late stage of 
the disease. The Genova platform 
has delivered highly sensitive and 
specific biomarker panels able to 
discriminate early cancer from 
normal tissue in an unprecedented 
way. The results can revolutionize 
cancer diagnostics and therapy 
and save the live of millions.

Mission



The Challenge



Three Pillars of Qurin

Integrate and/or develop 

highly sensitive and 

specific analysis of 

selected marker panels 

in urine for the 

development and 

validation of selected 

indications and certified 

(CE IVD) diagnostic tests.

Identify or create access 

to advanced

markerpanels for

selected cancer types, 

including but not limited

to: Cervical, Lung, 

Bladder, Prostate, Colon, 

etc.

Establish easy-to-

use urine cancer tests 

and urine sample 

procurement techniques. 

Access to biobanks for

clinical validation/ 

development.

1. Diagnostic Technology 2. Biomarker Discovery 3. Clinical Development



Qurin Pillar 1
Diagnostic technology for early cancer detection

Dutch Biochip Alliance





Networking strategy

Collaboration model and Markets



Mass implementation of molecular diagnostics

Technology Principle
Suitable for DNA 

analysis
Sensitivity Specificity Reproducibility Cost Multiplexing Speed

Ease of 
use

Suitable for 
handheld

State-of-
art

PCR analyte amplification + detection ++ ++ ++ ++ +/- +/- +/- +/- - --

Digital PCR analyte amplification + detection ++ +++ +++ ++ - +/- - - - +/-

micro/nano PCR analyte amplification + detection ++ ++ ++ ++ + +/- + + + +

NGS analyte amplification + detection ++ + + ++ -- ++ -- - -- +

Microarrays
analyte amplification + detection + 

signal amplification
++ + + ++ +/- ++ -- -- -- +

Lateral flow devices detection + signal amplification + + ++ +/- + - ++ ++ ++ -

(Nano)biosensors
detection + signal 

amplification
++ + ++ + ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++

SPR detection + signal amplification + + ++ ++ - + +/- +/- - -

MS detection +/- -- ++ ++ -- + - - -- --

HPLC separation - -- -- ++ - + - - - --

CE separation ++ -- -- - +/- + - - - --

ELISA detection + signal amplification - + ++ +/- - +/- +/- +/- - --

Immuno affinity assay detection + signal amplification +/- + ++ + - +/- +/- +/- - --

Flow cytometry detection -- - ++ + - +/- - - - --

Which technology will pave the way?



Photonics in NL



From Chip to Biochip - Prototype

Bio-functionalization is required for diagnostic applications in wet environment

Optical waveguide 

source by Lionix

Balanced, aMZI Detection chip by Lionix

Nanocoating  developed / applied by Surfix, 

optimized by NYtor/Qurin

Functionalized surface developed/optimized by Nytor/Qurin

Disease specific hmDNA capturing/detection to be 

tested by NYtor/Qurin

Optical waveguide 

detection + signal 

interpretation system by 

Lionix

Technical set-up incl. coated chips used and tested 

by Nytor/Qurin with support from Lionix and Surfix



From Chip to Biochip - Measurements



Qurin Pillar 2
Big Data Science accelerating breakthrough changes in 

cancer care

Using FinTech for 
Bioinformatics applications



Data science in cancer research



The Genova ApproachAccelerating cancer 

research and 

personalized medicine

Data science in cancer research



Clinical validation strategy

GRACE

GLOBAL SURVEYS 
(IP, literature)

In silico validation

AI guided discovery of panels

NGS

PCR

Justification Clinical Validation

QURIN strategy for panel selection and validation  +/- 0.5 - 1 year

Traditional Biomarker panel selection and (clinical) validation trajectory > 5-10 years



Qurin Pillar 3
Developing accessible and low-cost diagnostic tests for early
cancer detection in urine



Cutting back R&D by multiple years

Saving 3-5 years of research and 

development compared to traditional 

methods

The Genova Approach

Target tumor type

• Bladder cancer

• Prostate cancer

• Colorectal cancer

• Lung cancer

• Breast cancer

Shortening time to clinical validation 



Clinical validation program Qurin biomarker panels

1. AI-guided
preselection of 40+ 
panels per tumor 
type

2. Specificity & 
sensitivity > 95%

3. > Small clinical
sample sizes

4. Validation by WGS & 
PCR

5. 4 clinical sites
6. Start Sept 2019

1. Bladder cancer
2. Prostate cancer
3. Colorectal cancer
4. Lung cancer
5. Breast cancer



Innovative Biomarker panel development

Phase I Phase II
Verification

Phase III

Early development/ Discovery

Identification Clinical validation

Discovery
Verification in original 

matrix*

In-silico Verification Verification in intended 

matrix*
Verification in intended 

technology*

Towards registration trajectory

Validation in intended 

technology*,**

Cost:

Time:

Patients

20-50 Million

3-7 years

500-1000

5-10 Million

2-4 years

200-500

1-3 Million

1-3 years

100-500

Academic panels

NEW APPROACH Biomarker Pipeline :

New Qurin biomarker test development strategy - blueprint

Validated bladder cancer panel (in-licensing/partnering/collaborative optimisation)

Qurin approachTraditional  approach / available panels

Traditional vs. big data science-guided biomarker panel development model
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